
Answer sheet
 – correct answer

Section 1:  Preventing the sale and supply of tobacco products to minors
(Must have all checked answers below)

1. Which if the following items are considered tobacco products or smoking implements? 

   Cigarettes    Cigars     Pipes  □  Matches

	 		Tobacco leaf    Shisha  □  Lighters    Cigarette holders 

2. It is illegal to sell or supply tobacco products or any smoking implement to anyone who is:

   under 15 years old   under 17 years old

   under 18 years old □  under 21 years old

3. If I am caught selling tobacco or any smoking implement to a minor (an under-age person) I and/or the   
 tobacco retail business may be issued with an ‘on the spot’ fine of $1000 or be prosecuted (taken to court).

	   True   □  False

4.  Which of the following statements are TRUE?

	   I should ask for proof of age identification from anyone asking for tobacco products or smoking   
  implements that appears to be under 18 years old

	   I should ask for proof of age identification from anyone asking for tobacco products or smoking         
  implements that appears to be under 25 years old

	 □ I should ask for proof of age identification from anyone asking for tobacco products or smoking    
  implements that appears to be under 30 years old

5. Which of the following forms of age identification are acceptable to purchase cigarettes?

	   Current Passport    Current Australian driver’s licence

	 □ Library card   □  ID with no photo or date of birth 

	 □	Student ID card    Current photo card issued under the WA Photo Card Act 2014 

	 □	Employee ID card  

6. What is the minimum age a person can be to sell a tobacco product or smoking implement?

	 □	Any age   □		Over 15 years old

	   Over 18 years old  □		Over 21 years old

7. It is illegal to sell:

 a) Single cigarettes        True □  False

 b) Fruit and confectionary flavoured cigarettes     True □  False

 c) Cigarette packs containing less than 20 cigarettes    True □  False
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Section 2:  Storing and displaying tobacco products

8.  Tobacco products and smoking implements:

 a) can be displayed and promoted anywhere inside a retail store  □		True   False

 b) must not be visible to the public from inside or outside the premises   True □	False

 c) can only be sold from one location (point of sale) inside the premises    True □	False

 d) must be located more than 1meter away from confectionary   True □	False

 e) should be restocked when the store is quiet or closed   True □	False

9.  What should I do if the tobacco sales unit breaks (eg. the door or drawer is damaged) and as a result   
 the cigarette packs/smoking implements are visible to the public: (tick which statements are TRUE)

	 □	 I should leave the cigarettes in the drawer/cupboard and not worry about the cigarettes being visible  
  to the public  

   I should leave the cigarettes in the drawer/cupboard and immediately cover them up, so they are  
  not visible to the public

	   I should remove the cigarettes from the cupboard to a safe space in the shop where they can not  
  be viewed by the public

10. TRUE or FALSE. The following types of signage are legally required to be displayed at the point of sale 
 of tobacco products.

 a) An A5 warning sign stating – “It is illegal to sell a tobacco product to anyone under 18 years 
  or purchase on their behalf”

   True: this is legally required  □  False: this is optional

 b)  If displaying an information sign, price board or price ticket, an A4 health warning sign must also  
  be displayed? (eg. images of the health risks associated with smoking, such as cancer  
  and emphysema)

	   True: this is legally required  □  False: this is optional

 c)  An A4 information sign or price board stating the product type, brand, price and pack size. 

	 □  True: this is legally required     False: this is optional   

Section 3:  Products that resemble tobacco products not to be sold
(For each question, check all that apply)

11. Which of the following items may be considered a “product that resembles a tobacco product”?

   Candy cigarette         Toy cigar      □  Cigarette lighter      □  Matches   E-cigarette devices

12. Which of the following products may not be sold by tobacco or general retailers?

   A food that is designed to resemble a tobacco product

   A toy that is designed to resemble a tobacco product

   Any other product that is designed to resemble a tobacco product (including e-cigarette devices)
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